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Abstract
Luxury companies typically follow managerial approaches that differ from those of mass market companies and,
in particular, their marketing strategies are based on opposite tactics. For instance, luxury companies commonly
use imagery rather than text in their print advertising as a way of allowing customers to assign their own
personal meanings to the message, thus fulfilling their desire to dream. Indeed, in this current era of information
proliferation, today’s consumers are increasingly less willing to process advertising information they receive as
text. In this study we explore luxury communication by analyzing some luxury brands’ print advertisement and
showing how luxury companies mainly communicate through images instead of text, thus creating appealing
advertisements. On the basis of those results and some literature insights, we formulate some managerial
propositions that mass market companies may use to start developing dream-evoking communication in order to
appeal to modern consumers. In particular, we present mass market managers with suggestions about how to
employ the luxury model to make their communications more aspirational than rational through imagery rather
than text.
Keywords: luxury market, mass market, communication, print advertising, imagery, text
1. Introduction
With intense competition pervading today’s business environment, differentiation is increasingly the key to
success (Sharp & Dawes, 2001). Product differentiation is still important, but nowadays the challenge in
catching consumers’ interest and involvement is “emotional differentiation” (Schmitt, 1999). Essential to the
achievement of such a differentiation is companies’ communication strategy and execution. However, developing
an effective strategy in today’s era is complicated by consumers’ increasing “attention dilution”: let’s think about
how often we leaf through print advertisements while simultaneously browsing the web or chatting on mobile
devices.
The proliferation of information and media platforms has enormously increased content consumption and made
consumers’ attention more fragmented than in the past. One of the words that is currently used to describe this
phenomenon is “snacking” (Carr, 2010), which captures the idea that today’s multitasking individuals spend a lot
of time shifting their attention across different media (e.g., mobile, the Internet, social networks), without
dedicating significant attention to any single piece of information.
One salient effect of the digital and social revolution involves individuals’ increased willingness to express their
own identity compared to what happened some decades ago (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010). As a result,
companies are facing a growing pressure to rethink the ways in which they should deal with their current and
potential customers, who now play a much more active role in their interaction with companies (Hanna, Rohm,
& Crittenden, 2011; The Boston Consulting Group, 2014). Such an active role is evident not only in the
widespread use of social media platforms, through which consumers share ideas and feedback about companies,
products and brands (Berger, 2009), but also in the way they react to commercial messages conveyed by
companies. In simple terms, individuals are increasingly less interested in passively receiving companies’
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messages (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2013) and prefer, by contrast, to freely assign their own meanings to those
messages.
A relevant consequence of these developments is the dilution of consumers’ “deep engagement” with companies’
communication messages (Carr, 2010), which leads consumers to be particularly unreceptive to information
delivered as text in advertisements. This happens for two main reasons. First, text requires a certain degree of
cognitive processing and effort (Glenberg & Robertson, 1999; MacInnis & Jaworski, 1989). Second, when
delivering information as text, companies uni-directionally assign a meaning to what they communicate, thus
leaving little room for consumers’ own personal interpretations. Moreover, luxury global brands often use
English as lingua franca in order to deliver messages that can be interpreted in pretty much the same way
globally (e.g., Crystal, 2003). Unfortunately, the consequence of this practice is the standardization of
communication and the “homogenization” of consumers’ interpretation, which also leads to the dilution of
customer engagement. Therefore, in the modern era, a new communication approach is needed in order to
revitalize consumer engagement practices.
Nowadays, many managers struggle to find an approach that best fulfills consumers’ expectations. In response,
we advocate a communication approach based on the strategic use of imagery in advertising, which allows
customers to freely interpret advertising messages, thereby shaping their dreams. For guidelines, we turn to the
business sector in which such an approach is not only well-established, but also occurs naturally: luxury. Our
study begins with an analysis of the luxury sector, in which we explore the main values underlying the essence
and purchase of luxury products. Then, we focus on one key element of the communication strategy typically
used by luxury brands—namely the use of imagery rather than text in advertising as the best way to fulfill
consumers’ desire to dream—and document this practice through the qualitative research we conducted on
luxury advertising. Next, we compare the luxury model with the mass market model, which has always been
characterized by rational and informative advertising enacted with both text and images, rather than with images
only. In light of consumers’ increasing desire for personal interpretation of messages, we assert that mass market
companies should adopt an approach similar to the one typical of the luxury companies. We conclude by
summarizing our arguments and offering some clear prescriptions for mass market managers.
2. Theoretical Background
2.1 The Luxury Model
Luxury is a large and lucrative sector serving as one of the most relevant engines of growth in many countries
(Bain & Company, 2014). According to the research from The Boston Consulting Group-Fondazione Altagamma
(2017), in 2016 the global luxury market was worth €860 billion. Interestingly, the average amount of annual
sales for a Top 100 global luxury company recently reached US$2.1 billion (Deloitte, 2017). Notwithstanding the
wide-ranging effects of the 2008-2009 worldwide economic downturn (Spencer Stuart, 2009), the global luxury
market has seen rapid growth over the past two decades (Fionda & Moore, 2009; Kapferer, 2014; Truong,
Simmons, McColl, & Kitchen, 2008; Tynan, McKechnie, & Chhuon, 2010), particularly in emerging countries
where sudden economic growth has empowered middle-class consumers and allowed the luxury industry to
thrive (Bain & Company, 2017; The Boston Consulting Group, 2012).
Luxury goods are usually divided into four main categories: fashion goods, perfumes and cosmetics, wines and
spirits, and watches and jewelry (Fionda & Moore, 2009). Beyond this, there is no clear consensus on what
really constitutes luxury and luxury brands (Eng & Bogaert, 2010; Dubois & Duquesne, 1993; Urkmez &
Wagner, 2015; Vickers & Renand, 2003), mainly because the classification of products into luxury and
non-luxury is highly dependent on the cultural context being analyzed (cf. Godey et al., 2013; Kemp, 1998;
Veblen, 1899). However, scholars seem to agree that luxury brands are a complex combination of product quality,
strong values, attention to details, and retail-control orientation (e.g., Amatulli & Guido, 2011; Beverland, 2004).
Case in point: names such as Louis Vuitton, Gucci or Cartier comprise what we traditionally define as luxury
companies, and these brands are closely associated with words like style, design, creativity, craftsmanship,
prestige, exclusivity, uniqueness, and quality. In other words, luxury goods are naturally associated with high
design content and unique creativity. Their clear stylistic identity allows luxury products to reach an elite market.
One fundamental value of luxury goods is craftsmanship (cf. Kernstock, Brexendorf, & Powell, 2017), which
constitutes the basis for luxury brands’ high quality standards and heritage aura. Craftsmanship in luxury is about
hand-made products, rooted in the savoir fair of an artisan “elite” who have long been able to preserve a unique
manufacturing tradition that allows luxury companies to constantly deliver excellence. However, delivering
excellence takes time. Thus, the concept of time is an essential ingredient in creating value for luxury customers.
As an example, manufacturing a Bottega Veneta leather bag requires many hours of highly specialized labor
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from dedicated and passionate artisans (Amatulli, De Angelis, Costabile, & Guido, 2017). Time has an additional
meaning in luxury: most prestigious luxury brands boast centuries of history. In other words, luxury brands have
a heritage: just think about Louis Vuitton, which was founded in 1854, or Cartier, founded in 1847, or Chanel,
founded in 1909. All these luxury brands hold a legendary history and a unique heritage, thus customers perceive
them as authentic and prestigious. The implication of all this is that craftsmanship and time naturally limit
production and legitimize high margins.
Of course, craftsmanship exists in varying degrees in other business contexts as well. Where luxury differs,
however, is in its strong and natural association with aesthetics. Indeed, luxury artisans live by their ability to
deliver unique products that combine top-quality manufacturing with high design content and strong aesthetical
appeal. To accomplish this, artisans collaborate closely with the designer, a central figure in the luxury model
whose stylistic identity is both shaped by and reflected in the artisan’s products. In this way, artisans and
designers develop, sustain and enhance the luxury brand DNA, thereby differentiating the brand in the market
and solidifying its added value for customers.
In order to preserve the brand DNA without undermining long-term luxury brand profitability, it is essential to
create and maintain a symbiosis between creativity and managerial skills. In simple terms, luxury companies
should constantly pursue the right balance between the artistic (creative) soul and the rational (managerial) soul.
Thus, the partnership model, whereby the designer and the manager share ideas and exert the same influence
over the company’s decision-making, is today considered the most successful approach. The success of Louis
Vuitton in recent decades, for instance, depended crucially on the very close collaboration between designer
Marc Jacobs and executive Yves Carcelle (cf. Amatulli, De Angelis, Costabile, & Guido, 2017). When combined,
these intrinsic elements of luxury suggest one guiding essence: namely, the creation and fulfillment of dreams.
2.2 Communicating Dreams through Luxury
The focus on fulfilling dreams carries with it an important implication: that luxury communication does not
necessarily follow typical marketing mix rules (Kapferer & Bastien, 2009, 2012; McCarthy, 1960), but priorities
are brand image control and customer experience (Atwal & Williams, 2009). Thus, luxury marketers need to
think beyond traditional marketing schemes, seeing marketing as a process through which they can deliver
products that allow luxury consumers to fulfill their aspirations and dreams (Dubois & Paternault, 1995; Truong,
McColl, & Kitchen, 2010). As a consequence, the luxury model naturally leads to the so-called “anti-laws of
marketing” (see Kapferer & Bastien, 2009), such as:

Selling to a niche market rather than to the mass market (indeed, luxury companies sometimes do not want
to even sell to certain customers);


A very low elasticity of demand to price (sometimes an increase in price may lead to more sales);


A limited distribution (in contrast to non-luxury products, luxury goods need to be sold in a few, preferably
company-owned, stores);


Ever-increasing pricing (luxury brands usually strive to increase the price range of their products).

In our research on luxury brands, we found another key feature that defies traditional marketing: namely, the
prevalence of imagery rather than text in the communication strategy.
3. Method
Twenty-six print advertisements from international luxury brands, published in fashion-specific magazines (e.g.,
Vogue), were selected by two researchers from a database provided by VisualBox s.r.l., an Italian market
research company that specializes in the fashion industry. The database allows selecting all print advertisements
related to certain brands, published in certain magazines, over a given period of time. The two researchers
selected print advertisements of different page size (full-page or two-page) published in a same year (2011),
ensuring that each advertisement was referred to one of the most valuable luxury brands (e.g., Louis Vuitton,
Gucci, & Hermès) defined according to a well-known international report (i.e., “The Interbrand Best Global
Brands” ranking, http://www.bestglobalbrands.com/2014/ranking/). All the selected advertisements focused on
high-end fashion products, i.e., clothing and accessories, as these categories represent the most traditional luxury
consumables (Fionda & Moore, 2009). The sample size was considered adequate for the purpose of the study,
relying on previous works on semiotic analysis (Langrehr & Caywood, 1995).
Two distinct researchers then analyzed the selected ads independently. Each of the two researchers received the
ten advertisements one by one, in a randomized order, and they had thirty minutes to analyze each ad and to
write down their findings. The two researchers filled in a detailed evaluation sheet for each print advertisement,
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in order tto analyze all the graphic aand semantic elements conntained in eachh image. Specifically, grap
phical
elements ((i.e., colors, logotype presennce, packshot), presence and composition oof textual featuures (i.e., head
dline,
bodycopy, claimed benefit, pay-off), ppresence of rheetorical tropes (e.g., metaphoors), and conveeyed meaningss (i.e.,
surface meeaning, culturaal meaning, m
meaning at a figgurative level) were examineed and reporteed in the evaluation
sheets. Addditionally, thhe analysis off these elemennts was condducted consideering the theooretical dichotomy
between externalized vs. externalized luxury (Amattulli & Guido,, 2011), whichh describes thee concept of lu
uxury
through a dichotomizattion between “externalized luxury” (i.e.,, considering luxury goodss mainly as status
s
symbols) aand “internalizzed luxury” (i.ee., perceiving luxury goods m
mainly as meaans to express aan individual style).
s
Therefore,, each single aspect
a
in the annalysis was reeferred to one of these two oopposite approoaches. A com
mplete
example oof the evaluatioon sheet used ffor the analysiss is reported inn Appendix A.
Most of thhe analyzed adds were about Italian and Frrench brands, which have, ssince the fiftiess, enjoyed a global
presence aand an excelllent reputationn worldwide as superb creeators of fashhion products (White, 2000
0). In
particular, with a sales volume
v
of almoost 50 billion eeuro in 2010, IItaly alone reppresents 25% oof the total turn
nover
of the Euroopean fashion system and raanks third in thhe world for cloothing export ((SMI-ATI, 20110).
4. Results
m
Our analyysis shows thhat fashion luuxury compannies typically develop adveertising camppaigns that mainly
communiccate through signs
s
and images rather thaan text (e.g., w
words and nuumbers) in ordder to render their
messages more interestiing and involving for custoomers. As a cconsequence, luxury commuunication natu
urally
relies on semiotics, whicch is the sciencce of dealing w
with the meaniing of signs (M
Mick, 1986). T
Theoretically, a sign
is compossed of three coomponents: a ssign, an objecct, and an interrpretation (Gooudge, 1969). When we tran
nslate
this undersstanding to thee commercial landscape, wee find that “thee consumer woorld is a web oof meanings am
mong
consumerss and marketerrs woven from
m signs and sym
mbols” (Mick,, 1986, p. 196)). The field off semiotics suggests
that compaanies should accommodate
a
individual cusstomers’ interppretations in thheir advertisinng messages. While
W
the adverttiser typically arranges signss and symbolss with some inntent, it must be conceded that interpreta
ation,
which is thhe essence of semiotics
s
(e.g., Bertrand, 19888), ultimatelyy lies with the audience (Lanngrehr & Cayw
wood,
1995). Inddeed, visual communication does not use laanguage codess, but leaves thhe visual messsage and the viiewer
alone. In oother words, it
i is the vieweer that links toogether visual images, thus producing hiss/her own mea
aning
(Bulut & Y
Yurdaisik, 20055).
Our researrch additionallly found that iin the few casses in which teext is used, Ennglish is the ddominant langu
uage.
While there are practical reasons forr this choice ((e.g., disseminnating factual information m
more efficienttly to
global auddiences), the soole use of Engglish might alsoo lead to a stanndardized inteerpretation of tthe message, which
w
may not effectively stokke the desire ffor dreaming. F
For more detaails about our rresearch, pleasse see Append
dix A
where we illustrate the framework bby applying oour analysis too one advertissement drawn from our sam
mple.
Additionallly, Figure 1 (A
A-B) shows tw
wo examples oof fashion luxuury brand adveertisements thaat use only ima
agery
with no teext. Specificallly, Figure 1A features a Sprring/Summer 22005 Louis Vuuitton advertissing campaign with
Uma Thurrman, while Figure
F
1B feaatures a Sprinng/Summer 20015 Chanel caampaign withh Gisele Bund
dchen
campaign. In both cases,, no text is shoown beyond thee brand name.
A

B

Figure 1. Exaamples of fashioon luxury brannd advertisemennts that use onlyy imagery withh no text
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Such a practice seems to be particularly consistent with the idea of highlighting the emotional and experiential
aspects of luxury communication and consumption. In simple terms, the objective of generating memorable
experiences and fostering consumers’ aspirational desires (aspects that are a typical characteristic of luxury
goods) can be better pursued through the use of imagery, because imagery leaves more room, when compared to
plain text, for consumers to interpret the message conveyed, thus making them more likely to travel with their
imagination—to dream.
Furthermore, with regard to the luxury dichotomy (externalized vs. internalized luxury), results revealed that
most of the semiotic elements in the advertisements refer to internalized luxury positioning. This result could
depend on the fact that selected advertisements were targeted to Western audiences, where the approach to
luxury consumption is mainly linked to individual style than to status symbols, while the contrary happens in
emerging countries (Wong & Ahuvia, 1998).
5. Discussion
5.1 Luxury Versus Mass Market
While inspiring dreams is a natural practice for luxury companies, it is not so much for mass-market companies.
However, in light of consumers’ growing desire for advertising that can be personally interpreted, we claim that
mass market brands should consider the luxury model and embrace a similar communication approach aimed at
creating dreams.
The key difference in the communication strategies adopted by luxury versus mass market companies lies in the
fact that the former mainly focus on creating dreams via strong aspirational messages, while the latter mainly
focus on delivering product benefits and reasons to buy via strong rational messages. Such different objectives
entail different communication tactics: while most luxury companies use no text at all in their advertisements,
most mass market companies often use a lot of text. More specifically, most mass market companies use specific
techniques aimed at convincing customers about the functional benefits of their products. For instance, many
brands use numbers and percentages to describe the characteristics and benefits of their products. Moreover, they
often focus their messages and visuals around a “before/after” situation. Both these techniques seek to strengthen
the credibility of the message by pointing to the practical benefits of buying said products. Figures 2 provide two
examples of such techniques, enacted by two widely known brands (L’Orèal’s Revitalift cream—Fig. 2A and
P&G’s Ariel laundry detergent Fig. 2B).
A

B

Figure 2. Examples of brand advertisements aimed at convincing customers about the functional benefits of their
products
The use of such polarized communication approaches is rooted in the fact that consumers in mass market versus
luxury contexts typically want to be targeted in opposite ways. Mass market consumers have traditionally been
highly receptive toward rational, informative and standardized communication, while luxury consumers have
always been targeted through aspirational, emotional and exclusive communication that makes them feel
involved in a dream (Dubois & Paternault, 1995). Table 1 provides a summary of the main differences between
luxury and mass market.
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Table 1. Key differences between luxury and mass markets
Target group expectation
Communication message strategy
Communication message execution

Luxury
Uniqueness and exclusivity
Aspirational massages aimed at creating
dreams
Imagery

Mass market
Convenience and functionality
Rational messages based on
benefits and reasons to buy
Text, numbers and percentages

product

From our perspective, such a sharp split in communication strategies is no longer consistent with the evolution of
modern consumers. Indeed, as we outlined in the introduction, today’s consumers are deeply changing. With the
emergence of multiple online platforms that allow individuals to widely access information as well as share and
create content of any sort, today’s customers are increasingly eager to play a central role in assigning their own
meaning to the advertising they are exposed to. The consequence of such an evolution is quite disruptive, as the
emerging desire to freely interpret communication content involves both luxury and mass market customers. In
light of such a widespread change, even mass market companies may need to embrace communication strategies
and tactics that have typically been the domain of the luxury model (i.e., communication messages aimed at
creating dreams). In simple terms, our idea is that mass market companies should understand and employ to a
greater extent the luxury communication approach of instilling dreams through the use of emotional and
image-based communication.
5.2 Prescriptions for Mass Market Managers
The Given the explosion of information sources, today’s consumers can access most information openly and
freely, but at the same time, they have limited cognitive resources to process everything they get exposed to (e.g.,
Carr, 2010). Because it is practically impossible for consumers to accurately process such a vast amount of
information, it is no longer feasible or desirable for them to act as passive recipients of companies’ messages
(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2013). Consequently, they want to play a more active role by shaping
company-created content via personal interpretation.

Prescription 1: never forget that today’s customers live in the era of “fragmented attention,” which makes
them less available to pay attention to conventional advertising in which message meanings are assigned by the
company. Customers are eager to craft their own advertising meaning. Engage your customers more by allowing
them to more freely interpret your messages.
Because the luxury model already appeals to customers’ desire for free interpretation, it is a useful blueprint for
inspiring customers to dream. For example, Louis Vuitton’s “L’invitation au Voyage” campaign features a young
woman starting her journey on an air balloon and enjoying a nice view of the city of Venice, being captured in a
dream (see Figure 3A).
There is no text, only an image that leaves customers free to interpret and dream. Mass market brands have not
traditionally adopted such an approach, for the obvious reason that their customers have typically focused on
products’ tangible benefits rather than dreaming. However, given the changing consumer landscape, mass market
brands may benefit from adopting the luxury model as a new paradigm.

Prescription 2: mass market managers should understand the luxury model in order to transfer its essential
elements into their mass market model. They should adapt the luxury companies’ model without merely
imitating it. They should strive to inspire customers to dream about the product(s) they sell.
There are a few examples of mass market companies that have started applying a dream-evoking advertising
approach. To illustrate, Zara, a fast fashion brand, uses imagery in its print advertisements with no text (see
Figure 3B) in order to inspire its customers to dream, even though the brand is not a luxury one. In fact, Zara
sells fairly basic and inexpensive fashion products, but its customers do not generally make their purchase
decisions based only on rational assessment of costs and benefits, as they are moved by their desire to experience
positive emotions.
Similarly, Intel, a non-luxury brand, designed the “New Era in Computing” campaign featuring a colored bird
flying out of a laptop screen (see Figure 3C). Again, there was no text and no rational focus on the product (the
focus was instead placed on the bird), only on imagination and dream.
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A

B

C

Figure 3. Examples of dream-evoking advertising approach (A. Louis Vuitton’s “L’invitation au Voyage”
campaign; B. Zara Fall/Winter 2012 campaign; C. Intel’s New Era in Computing campaign)
These cases demonstrate that silent advertising is particularly important for triggering customers’ interpretation
and ability to dream. However, they also suggest that such a strategy needs to follow a semiotic logic, providing
customers with an imagery architecture that allows them to “travel with their imagination.” How should
non-luxury companies execute their advertising strategy? What kind of tactics should they use when designing
advertisements?

Prescription 3: mass market managers should develop fewer rational and informative advertisements and
learn from luxury companies about how to effectively use more dream-evoking advertising based on images
rather than text. This is the best tactic for encouraging mass market customers to dream.
6. Conclusions
Competition today is very intense and differentiation has become increasingly crucial to garnering consumers’
preferences. Wide access to information has made consumers not only well informed, but also eager to affirm
their individuality when connecting with companies. This tendency is manifested in consumers’ desire to assign
their own meanings to advertising messages as a way to feel invested in the whole communication process.
We note that, while we advocate a convergence of the communication strategy adopted by mass market
companies toward the communication strategy adopted by luxury companies, we do not believe that all mass
market companies are the same. Indeed, the mass market category, which typically includes a much bigger
number of industries than luxury, is composed of companies selling very many and different products. Relevant
to our prescriptions, the different products included in the mass market category may have different potential to
elicit aspiration and dream. For instance, one might think that categories such as regular personal care, consumer
electronics and food products are more suitable for dream than categories such as batteries, laundry detergents
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and napkins. Despite these differences, however, we believe that advertising can help foster dreams and
aspirations even for product categories that are less suited for adopting the luxury communication model. Finally,
it is worth noticing that we do not claim that dream-evoking advertising can make mass market products be
perceived as status symbols like luxury goods; rather, we claim that this type of advertising may create dreams
and aspirations around mass market products as well.
To conclude, this paper offers three key messages to managers. First: consumers’ habits across all industries have
changed so dramatically that they now want a highly active role in their relationship with companies, which
entails giving them the opportunity to form their own interpretations and, ultimately, to dream. Second: in order
to fulfill consumers’ desires, mass market companies need to understand the mechanism through which the
luxury communication model is able to deeply engage customers and facilitate dreams. Third: mass market
brands should embrace the practice of using less text in their advertising and more images in order to be less
informative and more aspirational.
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Appendix A
Example of Analysis Sheet

Brand Name/Country/Publisher
Page Size/Position/Page Space
Surface Meanings

Advertiser’s Intended Meanings

Cultural/Ideological Meanings

Headline (Int./Ext. Luxury Meanings)
Number of words (English words)
Bodycopy (Int./Ext. Luxury Meanings)
Number of words (English words)
Pay-off (Int./Ext. Luxury Meanings)
Number of words (English words)
Number of individuals (Main objects)
Logotype presence (Int./Ext. Luxury Meanings)
Packshot (Int./Ext. Luxury Meanings)
Celebrity endorsement

Bulgari/USA/Vogue USA
Standard (about 8 by 10 inches)/ Second half of the issue/ Two-page spread
1) Bulgari is an accessory brand; 2) The brand is a leading company in precious leather goods;
3) The main values of the brand are beauty and durability
1) The advertiser wants to emphasize that buying a Bulgari’s product means not only
purchasing a nice item, but also making an investment (a good deal); 2) The durability of the
products is the main value of the brand, which helps to justify the high price of a crocodile or
python bag.
Nowadays, especially as a consequence of the global economic crisis, consumers (even the
most affluent ones) pay more and more attention to the quality of products; they look for fair
value items and are willing to pay a premium price only for purchases that can last for years
(both in terms of duration and stylistic identity). Beauty alone is no longer acceptable
ETERNAL BEAUTY (The headline underlines the quality of the product and its aesthetical
content, I)
2 (2)
None
None
0 (1)
Yes (The typical signature of the brand is on the top central part of the first page, I)
The bag is the main object of the ad; it is a precious bag and a bit in contrast with the context
(desert, stones) (I)
No
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Benefit/Reason why/Tone of voice (Int./Ext.
Luxury Meanings)
Figurative level
Plastic level

Rhetorical tropes

Vol. 10, No. 1; 2018

Durability (I)/ Durability and beauty (I)/ Secure (I)
The brand signature is the same color of clouds, therefore it doesn’t really stand out.
Lines and shapes do not play a central role in the ad, except for the pointed and cutting lines of
the rocks that stand in contrast with the more soft and smooth leather of the bag, which
emphasizes those characteristics of the product’s materials. At least 6 combined colors.
Metaphor x 1 (The rocks represent energy and durability, their presence outlines the quality of
the bag. The sky is also a symbol of nature, of something eternal and pleasant. A strong
relationship between the product and natural elements is metaphorically implied. The contrast
between the common soft touch of leather goods and the rough touch of the rocks represented
in the ad reinforces the idea that the products of this brand are as durable and strong as
thousand-year-old stones.)
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